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Executive Summary
RATIONALE


The main reason for not using public transport is the trip time taken



Convenience is an important factor in attracting patronage to public transport



Save Our Rail’s proposal could be a catalyst for investment in infrastructure within
the Hunter Region. Save Our Rail has long advocated for the formation of a Hunter
Transport Authority having a key advisory role.



Such an authority could play a vital role in implementing and promoting public
transport investment.



The authority composition would need to be non-party-political, with suitably
qualified members having relevant transport and planning experience. There would
need to be a process to ensure exclusion of political appointments, transport operators,
lobby groups, and property developers – public or private.



The Hunter Transport Authority would need to have meaningful community
consultation and be accountable to the community.

OBJECTIVES
1. To provide public transport to under serviced areas of Newcastle/Lower Hunter
2. To provide incentives for public transport choice over car use
3. To achieve frequency of service to 10 - 15 minutes
4. To ensure convenience of public transport
5. To provide freight rail bypass west of Newcastle with benefit to both passenger and
freight services
6. To provide options for connection between services – rail, bus, bicycle, ferry. This
would include park-and-ride facilities.
7. To eliminate delay in public transport use and reduce excessive wait time
8. To minimise the need to interchange (a significant inhibitor of public transport use)

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE WITH RAIL
Rail is crucial to the future with reduced oil supplies. The Western Transport Initiative
creates a springboard from which future rail extensions could ensue. Once the core of the
network is established expansion becomes simpler.
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Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans)
Executive Summary (continued)
COMPONENTS OF THE PLAN


The Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans) addresses transport deficit in areas to
the west of Hamilton



Allows improved frequency of services, e.g. 10-15 minutes Maitland and Morisset
lines, 30 minutes Newcastle-Sydney line, hourly Singleton, Dungog and Cessnock
lines



The Western Education Link Line (WELL) Specific TramTrain service to
educational facilities in the western area, re-using former rail line on existing
corridors from Maud Street (Mater) via Callaghan (University), Birmingham Gardens
to Wallsend and then former tram line from Wallsend to Glendale.



Provides direct rail link between Glendale TAFE, University campus at Callaghan,
Tighes Hill TAFE, high schools (public and private), existing and proposed
University facilities near Civic Station, private colleges, TAFE and schools in the
Newcastle CBD.



Connects commercial centres – Glendale, Wallsend, Hamilton, and Newcastle CBD.



Freight line bypass of Newcastle – preference, Morisset to Thornton.



Cycleways with protective fencing alongside rail lines.



Commuter “Clipper” buses – limited stops buses e.g. Minmi to Charlestown via
John Hunter Hospital (with interchange connection to University/Newcastle).



Clippers could similarly serve the following areas: Belmont/Swansea, Glendale,
Barnsley/West Wallsend.



Electric and Hunter Line timetable adjustments so that TramTrains between existing
services could provide better frequency.



Re-introduce passenger services on Cessnock line.



Possibility for future Toronto Rail service return and possible service to Wangi Wangi
using former coal line.



Park-and-ride facilities at key locations on rail lines – Cockle Creek, Glendale
Station, Frederick Street/Main Road Glendale, Link Road (Wallsend), Minmi Road,
Sandgate, Kotara Station.



Park-and-ride facilities at key locations linked to Clipper bus routes, placed to
intercept traffic and reduce congestion on major roads, e.g. Swansea, Blacksmiths,
Marks Point, Bennetts Green.
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Introduction
Save Our Rail (SOR) is a community based group working to improve, not remove, heavy
rail connection from the areas that regard Newcastle as their regional capital.
Save Our Rail previously produced a proposal for the integration of inner city Newcastle.
This aimed to retain the valuable heavy rail link to the regions while solving the disconnect
between Honeysuckle and Hunter Street.
Save Our Rail’s Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans) complements the original proposal
to more fully encompass suburban and regional transport needs. This latest proposal builds on
the existing heavy rail backbone that SOR believes must be retained.
From the many options available, Save Our Rail chose the one which:


addresses the needs of the greatest number of people



services the greatest number of destinations



provides the greatest regional development opportunities



gives attention to the parts of greater Newcastle in which public transport is most
inadequate



has the greatest opportunity for transport expansion into the future

Public transport has a very low take-up in Newcastle and the Lower Hunter; however mode
share of train travel to work has been maintained over the past three decades.
The choice of bus transport for journeys to work to Newcastle CBD has fallen over the years
1981 to 2006, despite its greater availability.1 Also bus patronage to new employment areas
has not grown significantly.
In areas where rail provision is adequate, its mode share exceeds NSW Government
targets of 20% journeys to work to Newcastle CBD.2 The provision of additional rail
transport is therefore indicated. (see graph on next page)

Bus Journey to Work to Newcastle CBD

14%
12%






10%
8%
6%
4%

1981 – 13.8 %
1996 – 7.1 %
2001 – 6.1 %
2006 – 4.9 %

2%
0%
1981

1
2

1996

2001

2006

Data for 1981, 1996, 2001 obtained from KBR 2003. Data for 2006 calculated from Urbis Newcastle CBD Strategy for HDC 2009 p15.
KBR, Newcastle Options Planning Study, Oct 2003, page 5-3, Table 5.1 - Journeys to work to Central Newcastle
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Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans)
Public transport mode share for journeys to work to "Central Newcastle"
(by point of origin)
Gosford
Wyong
Bus

Maitland

Train

West. Lk. Macq. (est)
Origin
Gosford
Wyong
Maitland
West. Lk. Macq. (estimate*)
Lake Macq.
Cessnock
Other
N'cle remainder
N'cle Central
Port Stephens

Lake Macq.
Cessnock
Other
N'cle remainder
N'cle Central

Bus (%)
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.6
5.6
2.4
3.2
8.4
5.3
3.0

Train (%)
30.0
24.3
21.2
15.0
4.0
3.6
3.2
1.3
1.1
0.8

* Western Lake Maq. estimate by Save Our Rail
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The use of cars for the daily commute in this region is disproportionate, and the result is
looming traffic chaos. Major trunk roads into Newcastle are at capacity; the volume of traffic
is causing bottlenecks at choke points on both Maitland Road (New England Highway) and at
the Five Islands Bridge / Toronto Road. There are delays at major intersections and car
parking availability is cause for concern in Newcastle, John Hunter Hospital, University of
Newcastle (Callaghan), Mater Hospital (Waratah).
Worldwide it is demonstrated that rail has the greatest capacity to attract patronage away
from private motor vehicle use. Two surveys undertaken in this region reinforce this pattern.
Proportion of commuters who
had access to a private motor
vehicle but still chose to travel
by train or bus : 56% vs. 0%

60 %
40 %
20 %
0%
Tr ain

Bus

2005 Newcastle Tax Office
survey by Leanne McKenzie.

Proportion of commuters who
had access to a private motor
vehicle but still chose to travel
by train or bus : 53% vs. 0%
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Bus

2010 Waratah Stn / Route 226 bus
stops Platt St survey by D. Harris.

One of the main reasons people give for not using public transport is the time taken to
travel to the required destination.
This indicates a need for increased frequency of service to encourage public transport use.
It is important to minimise the need to interchange (a significant inhibitor of public transport
use). Imposing an unnecessary forced interchange loses patronage immediately, but also
persists. Possible patronage increases cannot be regained, therefore future patronage targets
will be difficult to achieve.

RAIL FREIGHT
The need to provide a western freight bypass line has long been identified. This would allow
freight to be transported away from suburban Newcastle and Lake Macquarie. It would free
up track time for passenger services to allow improved frequency.
Various routes have been suggested. Government agencies (e.g. Department of Planning,
Premier’s Department) have investigated sites for an intermodal freight hub, including one
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near Buchanan and another near west Wallsend. Many factors will need to be examined to
determine the most appropriate option.
Route options
Four possible routes have been proposed by various organisations:
1. Morisset to Thornton (SOR preferred)
This basically follows the F3 (Expressway) easement. Save Our Rail prefers this route
because it maximises the availability of track which is free from freight movements.
2. Morisset to Maitland via Kurri Kurri (SOR second preference)
This follows the old Maitland rail line, and could incorporate a freight depot near
Buchanan or near West Wallsend.
3. Fassifern to Hexham (Hunter Business Chamber preferred)
This would go via Killingworth, Stockrington linked by tunnel (new) to old J&A
Brown coal line to Hexham.
4. Maitland via Kurri Kurri to Cockle Creek (Hunter Environment Lobby)
One of the major determining factors would be access to a future intermodal freight hub
(location to be determined).
All these proposed routes would be principally designed to take freight, though they would
have spare capacity to transport passengers, especially during peak times.
The two SOR options would provide the greatest travel time savings (potentially in excess of
30 minutes each way) between Hunter Valley and locations south of Morisset.
SOR preferred freight and passenger services are between Hunter Valley and Wyong via
Maitland. Sydney and Central Coast travellers on the proposed freight bypass line would
change at Wyong instead of Hamilton.

4

Routes shown:
2
1

1. SOR preferred
(orange)

3

4
3
2
1

2. SOR second preference
(pink)

4
3

2

3. Hunter Business Chamber
(aqua)

1

2

4. Hunter Environment Lobby
(green)

1
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Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans)
HEAVY RAIL PASSENGER SERVICES – ELECTRIC TRAIN SERVICE
Sydney, Central Coast, western Lake Macquarie, Newcastle
It is proposed to run a half-hour limited stop express electric passenger service direct between
Sydney and Newcastle.
Servicing the smaller intermediate stations such as Dora Creek, Booragul, Teralba, a feeder
electric train service would run from Wyong to Newcastle. This would be based on a seven
minute interchange at Wyong.
Because the feeder service would be a slower “all stops” service, the result at Newcastle,
when combined with the express trains, would be a frequency of approximate 15 minutes.
New stations



Glendale
In this proposal, the major station built in the heavy
rail network would be Glendale. The proposal
includes the building of a “full station”, fully staffed
with passenger facilities. Combined with the station
would be Pennant Street Road Bridge with all
associated works. We note Glendale currently has a
bus-to-bus interchange.



Northcott Drive, Kotara
Basic station with ramp access, no lifts.



Tickhole West
Possible basic station with Park-and-Ride.

DEFINITIONS:
“Basic station” refers to a
four car platform, shelter
and seats, unstaffed, basic
information,
emergency
intercom, no toilets.
“Full station” can have
longer than four car
platforms, shelter and seats,
fully staffed, with passenger
facilities including toilets,
full passenger information,
ramps
and
(where
necessary) lifts.

HEAVY RAIL PASSENGER SERVICES – DIESEL
Maitland and Hunter Valley






Hourly limited stop services, Singleton to Newcastle
Increased services from Singleton to Scone as well (at least doubling present service)
Hourly limited stops service throughout the day from Dungog to Newcastle. This
would be using the existing Hunter cars and/or Endeavour cars.
Maitland to Newcastle 15 minute frequency
TramTrains Maitland (or Oakhampton) to Newcastle, all stops service.

New Stations
Dungog Line:



Oakhampton, basic station (possibly with limited staff). To avoid conflict with
freight trains it will include a four car turn back for terminating passenger services.
Bolwarra, basic station
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Hunter Valley Line


Farley/Rutherford (re-build) basic station

Maitland Line


Maud Street (Mater Hospital) basic station



Clyde Street (Tighes Hill TAFE) basic station

Newcastle Line


Harbourlink Station (Hunter Street Mall) basic station

MAITLAND STATION MAJOR INTERCHANGE
Proposed service frequencies:


Scone – Newcastle: every 1½ hours



Scone – Wyong (key connection service) times to be determined



Singleton – Newcastle: 1 hourly



Dungog – Newcastle: 1 hourly



Dungog – Wyong – to be determined



Cessnock – Newcastle: 1 hourly



Cessnock – Maitland: ½ hour light rail shuttle



Oakhampton – Newcastle: 15 minutes (or better) combined heavy rail/light rail



Maitland – Wyong (western Freight bypass): 1 hourly (scheduled to meet Central
Coast / Sydney services)

The Singleton and Dungog services to Newcastle will be running on the line approximately 3
minutes apart because they will be designed to cater for the arrival times at key locations such
as Callaghan, TAFE. (Arrival times crucial. Students lecture times would dictate arrival
times. These need to be co-ordinated.)
The lower frequency services such as from Hunter Valley to Newcastle, Scone 1½ hour,
Cessnock and Dungog 1 hour, will be matched to key destination arrival times (e.g. for
University, the lecture times are common no matter where the train originates) and should
include some evening return services.
Combining the all stops and limited stops, there would be a 15 minute frequency.
Heavy rail rolling stock would be used for the limited stops services. The reason for this is
that the Maitland area stations are far enough apart to permit high-speed travel; Hunter cars
can run at 140 km/h if the track is available. The all stops services have stations closer
together and the TramTrain is more suitable for this purpose.
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Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans)
Western Education Link Line (WELL)







Proposed new light rail line (TramTrain) combination of single and double track
sections
Cycleway and light rail running parallel, separated by suitable safety fence with
multiple, safe pedestrian and cycle crossing points at key locations.
Proposal is to commence at or near Glendale (operational constraints may require that
Cockle Creek is the location)
From Glendale the line could re-use the original tram line easement to Wallsend
If Glendale is not feasible the line could re-use the former Speers Point Tram Line
until intersection with the Wallsend tram line (near Frederick Street, Glendale)
The line would follow the former heavy rail line from Wallsend via Birmingham
Gardens, Callaghan (University) to Maud Street (Mater Hospital).

FUEL
TramTrains could use gas or diesel/hybrids, electric with battery (determining an appropriate
fuel would form part of costing and cost-benefit analysis).
Introducing a new fuel could cause substantial infrastructure costs.
It is not proposed to provide new electric power cabling on WesTrans or Hunter Valley lines.

NEW LIGHT RAIL STATIONS
All following stations are basic stations:








3

Frederick St / Main Road [area map
on right], major Park-and-Ride
facility, (Cameron Park estate and
Edgeworth growth area, connects to
the main east west Cycleway and
intersects proposed new “clipper”
routes & regular bus service routes.
Glendale TAFE
“Hilltop” Station – Macquarie
College, Uniting Church aged care
home, and proposed housing
development
Gretley Station – (possibly built with section 94 contributions when coal company
owned land is developed)
Link Road Station, possible major Park-and-Ride facility allowing for interception of
F3 and Hunter Expressway traffic. Link Road traffic is estimated to increase from
45,400 to 74,600 in year 2031. 3

Hyder Consulting, “Lower Hunter Transport Needs Study – Traffic Analysis”, p80, 20 November 2008
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Wallsend CBD – possible location former rail sheds [photo
on right]
Minmi Road/Cameron Street major Park-and-Ride facility,
Minmi Road feeder road to new estates, connects to main east
west Cycleway and intersects new “Clipper” routes and
regular bus service routes [area map shown below]
Englund Street – residential catchment
Callaghan West (near Maths bus stop)
Stannett Street – (University residential, Hunter Building –
Huxley Library, Griffith Duncan Theatre)
From Stannett Street the line will link to the proposed new
Maud Street Station.

SUMMARY OF BENEFITS











The proposal would allow half hourly frequency of train service between Newcastle
and Sydney, eliminating half an hour of “dead time”.
Feeder services would cover all stops from Wyong to Newcastle.
TramTrains would run from Morisset to Newcastle between existing services.
TramTrains would operate on the Western Education Link Line (WELL).
This would take away the need for interchange for many passengers from south-west
to University, Mater (no longer need to go into Broadmeadow or Hamilton to transfer
to bus or another rail service).
The proposal would link Glendale TAFE, University (Callaghan), Tighes Hill TAFE,
Hunter St TAFE, proposed University City Campus with direct TramTrain service.
A key component is that TramTrains can operate between existing services on
existing lines to provide greater frequency.
Direct connection between Callaghan campus and the existing and proposed
University facilities near Civic Station.
The proposed University City Campus would have direct rail access to both Callaghan
and Ourimbah campuses.
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Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans)

HEAVY RAIL

HEAVY RAIL

HEAVY RAIL

HEAVY RAIL
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Figure 1 - Existing heavy rail with proposed new stations
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HEAVY RAIL

LIGHT RAIL
HEAVY RAIL
+LIGHT RAIL

LIGHT RAIL

HEAVY RAIL

HEAVY RAIL
+LIGHT RAIL

HEAVY RAIL

Figure 2 - Western Education Link Line (WELL) proposed light rail network extension
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Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans)
* An extension to the WELL could be a link from the Hunter Line into Callaghan University
Campus which could take the form of a deviation from near Sandgate, following the Inner
City Bypass road and entering the University grounds from the western side. An alternative
could be to come in from Warabrook Station and create a loop (not illustrated). Some of the
TramTrain services from Maitland, at certain times could take this route, to put students
closer to their destinations.

CYCLEWAYS
The proposed Western Education Link Line basically runs along the route of the corridor that
is currently being re-used as a cycleway. This proposal does not threaten the cycleway use,
but complements it.
The Save Our Rail proposed cycleway would run beside the link line, separated by a low
fence for safety.
There would be crossing points, in the form of level crossings. It would be a “dedicated”
cycle lane. Fencing would allow cyclists priority of use, reducing travel times and “dead
time”. Transport improvements need to be time competitive as well as cost competitive.
This is a means of encouraging commuters to opt out of the car and use bicycles
combined with public transport.
The Western Education Link Line is an ideal way to combine bikes with trains; people can
ride to the railway station, take the bike on the train and continue their journey by bike at the
other end. The light rail cars will be designed with access and stowage for bikes.
Bikes and trains are a good combination.
The “Clipper” bus services in this proposal would also have a capacity to carry bikes. Options
could be racks on the front of the bus or wide doors and a space for stowing the bikes, with
hooks on which to attach them (already available on the Stockton ferry).
The plan is to have cycleways along the various main roads and light rail lines, but separated
from them and connecting to the key railway stations.
A requirement is: no “car door death lanes”. A cycle lane needs to be relatively safe. Even
if it is cheaper to place them on roads, there is a danger in the positioning of cycle paths
where car doors can be opened unexpectedly. It doesn’t matter how much cheaper they are, it
is worthless if people won’t use them because of safety concerns. The cycleways that are
causing an increase in cycling, even though mainly recreational, are the dedicated off-road
cycleways like the Fernleigh Track. There is some problem with shared pathways therefore
the SOR proposal is for specific bicycle-only paths, which are not shared with pedestrians.
Pedestrians will be provided for in other ways.
The proposal is for a Copenhagen style, where one parking lane is sacrificed for a bike lane.
The Ridge Line and bike possibilities
Currently no easement exists for the Ridge Line – this is the link from Whitebridge to
Charlestown and to John Hunter Hospital and to the University. If in the future a rail link was
established on the Ridge, with some reinstatement of the Fernleigh Track rail, while keeping
the cycleway there, this could be a convenient combination. People could ride the cycleway
then take the train for the remainder of the trip.
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HEAVY RAIL
CYCLEWAY

CYCLEWAY

HEAVY RAIL
+LIGHT RAIL

CYCLEWAY

CYCLEWAY
HEAVY RAIL

HEAVY RAIL
+LIGHT RAIL

HEAVY RAIL

Figure 3 - Proposed cycleways and their integration with the WELL
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Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans)
PARK-AND-RIDE
Park-and-Ride facilities provided in a situation of low frequency, such as one train per hour,
tend to be under-used. If the service is increased to a 15 minute frequency the Park-and-Ride
option becomes more desirable.
Cockle Creek Station is an ideal venue for a major Park-and-Ride facility for the Lower
Hunter network. Not only is there adequate space, but the vehicles intercepted would not join
the traffic at Glendale. Glendale already has heavy congestion and any interception which
reduces the concentration of vehicles there will help alleviate the problem.
Suitable locations for the establishment of Park-and-Ride facilities should be identified to
intercept some of the traffic which contributes to the daily bottleneck on the New England
Highway (Maitland Road) perhaps near Hexham. The traffic build-up on the Pacific
Highway leading from Swansea and Belmont through Charlestown and Newcastle could be
rectified similarly.
It is pointless to place Park-and-Ride facilities within the CBD area. While there could be
benefit in some Park-and-Ride facilities on the fringe of the CBD, just relying on these would
mean people from outer areas would still be driving significant distances creating congestion
on arterial roads, both to the CBD and elsewhere. Therefore this proposal includes Park-and
Ride facilities that extend progressively away from the CBD into outer suburbs. Some of the
proposed facilities are suitably located as Park-and-Ride to other locations such as
Charlestown, Callaghan, Glendale-Cardiff, and Airport.
Relying on Energy Australia Stadium for Park-and-Ride is not ideal as the concentrations of
traffic have already become problematic well before reaching this stage of most journeys to
Newcastle.
Park-and-Ride stations need to be placed in close proximity to a mass transit option,
ideally rail, and be sufficiently far out to prevent the road congestion from occurring.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE WITH RAIL
The Western Education Link Line creates a springboard from which future rail extensions
could emanate. Once the network is established and TramTrains are put into operation it
becomes easier to add extensions. A former tram corridor to West Wallsend could be
reinstated in the future, especially as housing development is likely to occur there.
To the south-east an extension could go to Cardiff South and Hillsborough, link with the
Inner City Bypass and proceed through Gateshead and Windale. The hilly area at Jewells
could be a difficulty, which could be overcome so that a line from there could service
Belmont and Blacksmiths. A Park-and-Ride station at Belmont offering a range of amenities
could cater for Swansea and this situation would be an improvement in public transport for
that whole area.
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Commute by Clipper
BUS SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS
This proposal would introduce a set of new routes and bus services, specifically designed to
be time competitive. These buses are the “Clippers”, which would provide a 15 minute
frequency and operate with limited stops. Ideally they would be distinctively colour coded
and would run on mainline routes with no deviation into residential loops.
(Existing “all stops” services and loops will continue to be provided by public and private
networks. These will still cater for mobility impaired passengers and those who require
transport provision close to their homes.)
Because this service would be fast and frequent people who are time sensitive would go
further to access them. The main purpose is to reduce car use so the Clipper provision is
aimed at commuters who need an efficient fast service and who therefore currently would
more than likely drive to their destination.
An essential component would be the provision of Park-and-Ride facilities, where cars could
be left with a measure of security, and where other services could exist to encourage use,
such as dry-cleaning agency, childcare centre, car valet service, newspaper kiosk.

EXAMPLE 1
Minmi Road to Newcastle
Minmi – Wallsend – Elermore Vale – John Hunter Hospital (can combine with Park-andRide at Energy Australia Stadium) – Newcastle
A Clipper service would be provided along Minmi Road which would intersect with the
Western Education Link Line. There would be an interchange option near Cameron Street
available, plus common use of Park-and-Ride facilities. The bus services would be able to
provide access to areas where the rail network is not available.
A classic Clipper bus service could have a route that followed Minmi Road, calling at
Wallsend shopping centre then taking the most direct route through Elermore Vale to the
John Hunter Hospital and on into Newcastle.
Generally, on such a service, bus stops would be located no closer than 1 km, unless there are
special circumstances such as where a cul-de-sac subdivisions join the main road, and a bus
stop would be provided specifically for that estate. An example would be a Clipper bus stop
for the Highland County estate, located on Minmi Road at the intersection with Brittania
Avenue. Other strategic intersections along Minmi Road could include Churnwood Drive /
Maryland Dr (western end) servicing both Nikkinbah Ridge and Glendore Estate; Warkworth
St servicing middle Maryland and eastern Nikkinbah Ridge; then McNaughton Avenue for
eastern Maryland. It is recommended that such estates have a small number of Park-and-Ride
facilities and five-minute parking areas for “Kiss and Ride” (people being dropped off).
The reason for these provisions is that some estates are in hilly terrain. People may be
prepared to carry items from car to bus stop, and bus stop to work but perhaps not half a
kilometre or more up a hill. It is not expected there would be a huge uptake of the Park-andRide, as most would walk. However the aim is to reduce car use as much as possible.
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CLIPPER

HEAVY RAIL

CLIPPER

LIGHT RAIL
HEAVY RAIL
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Figure 4 - Proposed "Clipper" bus routes (Examples 1, 2, and 3)
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HEAVY RAIL

100 BUS
LIGHT RAIL

CLIPPER
100 BUS
HEAVY RAIL
+LIGHT RAIL

CLIPPER
100 BUS

100 BUS

LIGHT RAIL
HEAVY RAIL

350 BUS
HEAVY RAIL
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349 BUS

HEAVY RAIL

100 BUS

CLIPPER

349 BUS
350 BUS

CLIPPER
349 BUS

349 BUS
350 BUS

CLIPPER
350 BUS

CLIPPER
349 BUS
350 BUS

Figure 5 - Proposed "Clipper" bus routes (Example 4)
* Bus routes 349/350 from Swansea shown in pink. Bus route 100 from Charlestown via JHH shown in blue.
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Western Transport Initiative (WesTrans)
Sometimes the developer would be installing these facilities as part of the estate
development, often with some minimal street parking. However it is preferable to have a
proper facility provided incorporating additional services.

EXAMPLE 2
Barnsley / West Wallsend to Glendale
Barnsley / West Wallsend, Holmesville to Barnsley then Main Road past Cameron Park
Estate, to Edgeworth and Glendale. This would be a limited stops service. It would pass the
Park-and-Ride facility at Main Road Glendale and allow an interchange option.

EXAMPLE 3
Main Road Glendale to Charlestown – via Pennant Street (proposed new bridge)
* This would also provide an interchange opportunity for joining the electric train service to
either Sydney or Newcastle

EXAMPLE 4
Swansea to University of Newcastle via John Hunter Hospital.
Another Clipper service, while not strictly in the west, could run from Swansea, proceeding
up the Pacific Highway to Bennetts Green then taking the Inner City Bypass directly to John
Hunter Hospital. From there it could travel to Jesmond and on to the University.
Currently, the entire area south east of Lake Macquarie has to interchange if the destination is
either John Hunter Hospital or University of Newcastle.
* The Clipper service would not deviate off the main road. It would be much faster than the
current services provided by Newcastle Buses routes 349 and 350. These could still operate
as feeder services to Bennetts Green. Then they would continue on their usual routes. At
Bennetts Green an interchange opportunity would be provided. The Clipper service would be
designed to operate with only about a five-minute interchange at Bennetts Green, so if people
in those other areas choose to interchange, they can do so and join the Clipper for a much
faster trip. This will be an alternative to interchanging at Charlestown. Those people who
just choose the Clipper direct would save up to 45 minutes of travel time for the journey to
John Hunter and the University. The Clipper bus service would eliminate the need for an
interchange with direct service from Swansea to John Hunter Hospital and on to the
University.
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